Getting Started
Packetsurge® utilizes Metro Ethernet Forum (MEF) constructs when defining service levels and product specifications. Prices are set accordingly to each service definition under a charging scheme as outlined below.
To get started, we first start with the physical layer – you need to determine how many ports you need to obtain from the Packetsurge network. Determining port sizes and quantity is largely up to you, but also driven by your desired network
application. For example, if you’re looking for a point-to-point connection from one Packetsurge node to another (i.e. Ethernet Private Line), you need to purchase two ports. If you’re looking to create an interconnection (“cross-connect”) into an
existing NNI you already have, or to another carrier who already has an NNI into Packetsurge, then obviously you’d only need one port to complete your connection.
Once you have determined your desired port quantity and speeds, you now need to add a logical construct to actually make functional use out of your Packetsurge ports. Each logical “sub-interface” out of your physical port is called an EVC
(Ethernet Virtual Connection). Packetsurge offers the following EVC types:

Ethernet Point-to-Point EVC, creates a point-to-point circuit from one location to another; delivered as port-based Ethernet Private Line (EPL) or vlan-based Ethernet Virtual Private Line (EVPL).
Multipoint-to-Multipoint EVC, allowing you to create a private layer-2 LAN (i.e. VPLS) between participating EVCs.
Rooted-Multipoint EVC, it is effectively an E-LAN service with split horizon. You define one or more “root” nodes which can communicate with all connected nodes, however, remaining nodes (leafs) can
only communicate with root nodes and not between each other.

Understanding Network Charging Scheme
To simplify billing and increase flexibility for network users, Packetsurge charges monthly recurring fees (MRCs) only on physical ports, and
number of supported EVCs. If a physical port has run out of EVC scale, you will need to upgrade it to achieve higher scale.
Packetsurge ports come in two variations:
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on EVCs. EVCs can be created up to individual port’s scaling limitations on bandwidth and maximum

. Each variant has different levels of support and scale for EVCs and additional features such as QoS and Traffic Shaping.
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EVCs can be oversubscribed beyond the capacity of physical ports, as long as you stay within the limit of maximum number of EVCs per port. For example, on a 1GE port, if you have a 700 Mbps EVC and a 400 Mbps EVC, such configuration is
permitted, with the understanding that you will have port congestion (and thus, packet drops) if both EVCs are transmitting at the same time. Allocated bandwidth for a single EVC cannot exceed a physical port bandwidth— in other words, you
cannot attempt to map a 2.5 Gbps EVC onto a 1GE port—such configuration is invalid and your EVC creation request will be rejected.
For E-LAN and E-Tree services, maximum MAC addresses permitted on Bridge Domains (BDs) is determined by the lowest common denominator, where you’re limited by the smallest physical port scale in the group. For example, if you have a 1GETR port and a 10GE-SE port participating in a VPLS environment, the bridge domain is limited to maximum of 16 MAC addresses, which is the maximum scale of 1GE-TR, the smallest port participating in the group.

Transport Network Charging Scheme

Pricing for Bundle Packages

1GE-TR

$350.00

$0.00

Cell Backhaul NNI Bundle

$3,599.00

$0.00

Bundle pack for wireless carriers: 1x10GE-TR port for NNI at MSC or Aggregation/Hub
Site and 10x 1GE-TR for UNI ports.

1GE-SE

$756.00

$0.00

Wholesale Access NNI Bundle

$3,988.00

$0.00

Bundle pack for network providers: 1x10GE-SE port for NNI at interconnect location and
10x 1GE-TR for UNI ports.

10GE-TR

$1,000.00

$0.00

Converged Access NNI Bundle

$5,125.00

$0.00

Bundle pack for network providers with QoS needs: 1x10GE-SE port for NNI at
interconnect location and 10x 1GE-SE for UNI ports.

10GE-SE

$1,333.00

$0.00

Wholesale Access NNI Bundle 100G

$12,999.00

$0.00

Bundle pack for network providers: 1x100GE-SE port for NNI at interconnect location and
10x 10GE-TR or 1GE-TR for UNI ports.

100GE-TR

$9,500.00

$0.00

Converged Access NNI Bundle 100G

$16,899.00

$0.00

Bundle pack for network providers with QoS needs: 1x100GE-SE port for NNI at
interconnect location and 10x 10GE-SE or 1GE-SE for UNI ports.

100GE-SE

$12,350.00

$0.00

Understanding EVC Bandwidth and Traffic Shaping
In accordance with MEF specifications, each EVC is configured with a bandwidth profile (BWP) which defines a traffic contract. For example, if you establish a 500Mbps EVC on a 10GE port, traffic levels inside that EVC is restricted to BWP of
500Mbps. Both Committed Information Rate (CIR) and Excess Bandwidth (EIR) rates can be defined when specifying a BWP for an EVC (by default, only the CIR is defined). Enforcement of bandwidth profile on any EVC is conducted through an
operation called
. The policer indicates a frame’s compliance or non-compliance to a BWP using one of the three “color” markings below:
Frames in conformance with CIR level; conforming frames are transmitted.
(only used if EIR is defined) Frames are exceeding CIR but within the EIR. These frames are delivered on “best effort” basis and may be dropped if network congestion is encountered.
Frames in violation of traffic contract, exceeding CIR and EIR (if defined); violating frames are dropped.
Because policer drops frames that are in violation of EVC’s bandwidth profile, it can be detrimental to applications that are sensitive to packet loss. For example, a user downloading a large file may notice that his throughput never reaches the
maximum EVC bandwidth, because TCP continues to throttle back as excess packets are being dropped by the policer. The solution to this problem is to utilize traffic shaping (TS). TS works by buffering excess frames that are in violation of a
traffic contract, rather than outright dropping them— this allows efficient utilization of EVC bandwidth by user applications, as excess packets are buffered then transmitted during non-burst periods.
For example, if you have a 100 Mbps EVC on a 1GE port, you’d configure TS on your equipment (CE) for the EVC’s outbound direction. By configuring traffic
shaping on your own equipment, you ensure that you do not send more traffic than your EVC’s configured bandwidth profile, thereby avoiding policed discards at the Packetsurge equipment.

Packetsurge® Traffic Normalization Service
We understand that traffic shaping is a demanding task for network equipment. If you are connecting to Packetsurge using a WAN-optimized router such as Cisco ASR 1000 Series, ISR 44xx, or Juniper MX Series, then you could very easily
configure traffic shaping on your router to conform to the EVC traffic contract. On the other hand, if you’re connecting using low cost devices (e.g. ToR switches), your equipment may not support traffic shaping. In such situations, you can request
.
Packetsurge to provide traffic shaping (TS) on your behalf— this is known as

Site A

If you’d like to limit Site A’s UPLOAD bandwidth toward Site B, you’ll need to request TS on Site B’s 10GE-SE port, since the direction of traffic will
egress the Packetsurge network at Site B’s location. Likewise, if you’d like to limit Site A’s DOWNLOAD bandwidth from Site B, you’d request TS on
Site A’s 1GE-SE Port. For bidirectional case (traffic shaper applied for both upload and download directions), TS would be requested on both sides.
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Note that TS by Packetsurge is applied at egress direction on the physical port. If you are looking to apply TS in a unidirectional manner (in other
words, you wish to only apply TS for upload bandwidth from one side’s perspective), consider the diagram in Figure 1 over to the right.
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To enable Traffic Normalization Service, Egress Queue feature is required on your Packetsurge port. Transport Optimized (-TR) 1GE and 10GE ports do not support Egress Queue – you will need to upgrade your port to Service Edge (-SE) variant to
obtain Egress Queue support. Also, please note that each port has a limitation on the maximum number of Egress Queues. Traffic shaping action on each EVC will take up an Egress Queue, so you’ll need to add additional port if you’ve reached
the maximum limitation.

Site B

Traffic Shaping
applied here

Figure 1. Traffic shaping is applied at the last possible moment, in the direction of traffic flow.
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Additional Services
Packetsurge® network offers additional products and services as value-add to enhance productivity and user convenience. Description of each product and pricing information is listed below.

Allows you to join the Massachusetts Internet Exchange (MASS IX) and publicly peer with other participant networks. Your network must meet Technical Requirements as outlined in http://www.mass-ix.net/IX_Connection_Guidelines.pdf
There is no cost for the MASS-IX Public Peering LAN service; however, the service will take up one additional EVC slot in your port scale. If you have reached the maximum EVC limitation on your port, you will need to upgrade or purchase another.

MASS IX is the largest Internet Exchange point in the Boston metro with presence in over seven data centers and carrier hotels. It is owned and operated by TOWARDEX® and holds OIX-1 certification from the Open-IX® Association.

Sold as a bundle, Packetsurge offers its own Ethernet Dedicated Internet (EDI) service (using AS22147) for customers needing a simple solution for out-of-band management, remote software loads/network management and regional routing
optimizations. The service is positioned for SMB/retail and enterprise customers and comes with a complementary physical port as detailed in the price list below.

Arranged under a wholesale interconnection agreement, Packetsurge resells TOWARDEX’s IP Transit service under a discounted rate of $0.50 per Mb or lower. The service is provisioned by establishing an EVC to the nearest major POP on
TOWARDEX’s AS27552 IP network. Please note that a physical port is NOT included – you will need to have an existing port to provision this service. Additionally, the service will take up one additional EVC slot in your port scale. If you have
reached the maximum EVC limitation on your port, you will need to upgrade or purchase another.

A complementary value-add service that provides you with an EVC to Amazon DirectConnect. Interconnection is made to US-EAST zone via CoreSite facilities in New York. A physical port is required to order this service—the service will take up one
additional EVC slot in your port scale. If you have reached the maximum EVC limitation on your port, you will need to upgrade or purchase another.

Pricing for Value-Add Services
$0.00

$0.00

Port not included— an existing port is required. Maximum MAC addresses for MASS IX bridge domain is 4096 and does not count against your port’s MAC scale.

Commercial IP Service 100 Mbps

$350.00

$0.00

Includes 1x 1GE-TR port. Complementary traffic shaping is provided on DOWNLOAD direction; UPLOAD direction is policed.

Commercial IP Service 250 Mbps

$500.00

$0.00

Includes 1x 1GE-TR port. Complementary traffic shaping is provided on DOWNLOAD direction; UPLOAD direction is policed.

Commercial IP Service 500 Mbps

$800.00

$0.00

Includes 1x 1GE-SE port. Traffic shaping on DOWNLOAD direction is provided by using your port’s egress queue.

Commercial IP Service 1 Gbps

$1,150.00

$0.00

Includes 1x 1GE-SE port. Traffic shaping on DOWNLOAD direction is provided by using your port’s egress queue.

Commercial IP Service 2.5 Gbps

$2,500.00

$0.00

Includes 1x 10GE-SE port. Traffic shaping on DOWNLOAD direction is provided by using your port’s egress queue.

TOWARDEX IP Transit 100 Mbps

$50.00

$0.00

Port not included— an existing port is required. Traffic shaping on DOWNLOAD direction is provided if your port supports an egress queue.

TOWARDEX IP Transit 250 Mbps

$125.00

$0.00

Port not included— an existing port is required. Traffic shaping on DOWNLOAD direction is provided if your port supports an egress queue.

TOWARDEX IP Transit 500 Mbps

$250.00

$0.00

Port not included— an existing port is required. Traffic shaping on DOWNLOAD direction is provided if your port supports an egress queue.

TOWARDEX IP Transit 1 Gbps

$500.00

$0.00

Port not included— an existing port is required. Traffic shaping on DOWNLOAD direction is provided if your port supports an egress queue.

TOWARDEX IP Transit 10 Gbps

MASS IX Public Peering LAN

$3,600.00

$0.00

Port not included— an existing port is required. Traffic shaping on DOWNLOAD direction is provided if your port supports an egress queue.

Amazon DirectConnect 50 Mbps

$195.00

$0.00

Port not included— an existing port is required. Traffic shaping on DOWNLOAD direction is provided if your port supports an egress queue.

Amazon DirectConnect 100 Mbps

$310.00

$0.00

Port not included— an existing port is required. Traffic shaping on DOWNLOAD direction is provided if your port supports an egress queue.

Amazon DirectConnect 200 Mbps

$480.00

$0.00

Port not included— an existing port is required. Traffic shaping on DOWNLOAD direction is provided if your port supports an egress queue.

Amazon DirectConnect 500 Mbps

$750.00

$0.00

Port not included— an existing port is required. Traffic shaping on DOWNLOAD direction is provided if your port supports an egress queue.
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